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Desiccant type dehumidifier
This model features a 
desiccant wheel instead of 
a rotary compressor, it will 
keep on dehumidifying 
at maximum capacity 
even below an ambient 
temperature of 15°C. 
Ideal for cellars, garages, 
caravans, boats, storage 
rooms. No compressor, 
no harmful refrigerant gas 

but low noise during operation.  

Dew condensation preventing mechanism
Humidity sensor controls room humidity from 45% to 50% 
automatically to prevent dew condensation on the wall and 
window. 

Automatic operation
This unit is equipped with humidity sensor and room humidity is 
controlled automatically at 45% - 50%. 

Laundry mode
Laundry mode can make dry rapidly the hanged laundry in the 
room. you can select turbo mode or saving mode depending your 
laundry amount.

Auto swing air louvre outlet
The unit has a top air louver outlet, with a wide 180 degrees angle, 
which makes it easy to dry your laundry or have it even blown 
downward for floor drying. the louver has a 3 automatic swing 
setting, wide – up or front. 

Unique design, compact body & lightweight
Model TD-ZB80 has a unique compact design and is also 
lightweight and easy to carry (7.2 kg). a new feature are the two 
lateral air intakes, which enables the unit to put it close against 
the wall, very convenient for smaller rooms. 

Auto – restart function
In case of a power failure the unit will stop of course, but when 
power is on again, the unit will start automatically regaining its 
former settings. 

Big size water tank (4.0 liter)  
The big (lateral) water tank of 4.0 liters will minimize the numbers 
of drainages per day (max. 2 times / 24 hrs), it can easily be 
taken out from the side, once the unit is put straight against the 
wall. The water tank has a built in handle and a cover to prevent 
the watertank to spill water during handling. In case of a more 
permanent setting, you can easily connect a permanent drain tube 
into the unit straight to the sink. Especially when the unit will be 
installed at a higher level against the wall this permanent drain will 
be highly effective. 

Anti bacterial / allergic air filter
The new white clean design unit with delicate silver plating is also 
equipped with an easy access operation panel (different automatic 
preset programs), a built in handle for easy carrying and anti 
bacterial filter which can easily be cleaned and in time even be 
replaced. 

Off-timer
The unit has an off-timer function which can be selected from 2 hrs.
to 4 hrs. or 8 hrs. 

Desiccant Type Dehumidifier
EAN code 4963505828493
Colour White
Capacity 8 L/day
Power consumption (min./max) 250 W / 620 W
Tank capacity 4.0 L
Suitable space 15 - 25 m² / 37 - 75 m³
Operation Temperature 1 - 40 °C
Dimension unit / carton   350 x 240 x 506 mm (W x D x H) / 398 x 282 x 570 mm (W x D x H)
Weight (net. / gross) 7.2 Kg / 8.3 Kg
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